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1. Membership of the One City – One Site Working Party
Convener
Ms Natasha McGuire
Delegate from the Office of Peter Andren, Federal Member for Calare
Marketing and Promotions Manager, Community Technology Centre (CTC)
Program, Office of Information Technology NSW

Members
Mr Peter Fawkes
Manager Information Services
Bathurst City Council

Mr Bill Gates
Spatial Information Systems Course Coordinator
Charles Sturt University

Mr Paul Harcombe
NSW Deputy Surveyor General
Deputy Chair, Geographical Names Board of NSW

Mr Greg Windsor
Secretary, Geographical Names Board of NSW

Mr Ken Sharp
President, Bathurst Chamber of Commerce
Director, Regency Jewellers

Mr Rodney Swansborough
Director, Swansborough International
(IT Company)
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2. List of Abbreviations
2LD

Second Level Domain

GNB

Geographical Names Board/Committee/Registrar – Statutory
geographic naming authority in each State and Territory.

CGNA

The Committee for Geographical Names in Australasia.
Formed in 1984 to provide a coordinating role in Australian place
naming activities. CGNA was established as a Permanent
Committee reporting to the Inter-governmental Committee on
Surveying and Mapping (ICSM) in 1993 with the support of the
Australian Surveying and Land Information Group (AUSLIG).

LGA

Local Government Authority (Local Council)

GDN

Geographical Domain Name
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3. Mission Statement

To conceive a logical and standardised Internet Address Protocol to
enable systematic navigation of Australian Community Portal
websites, allowing better access to local community, tourism and
business information.
Such an innovation should be tiered and linked between National,
State and regional portals and be administered by an independent
peak body to ensure such portals are used for ‘community good’ and
not for profit or private ownership of individuals or business entities.
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4. Introduction
The One City – One Site Working Party was formed in November 2000 in
response to community concern over possible commercial misuse of
geographical names as second level domains (2LDs). The central concern
being the potential to misrepresent the community and its town, city or suburb
to whom that name belongs.
It is evident that the Web will continue to expand and develop at an everincreasing rate. In the near future all Australian communities will be online
and will want to have a logical; easy to remember, universal domain name that
can be used for local information, tourism and business links. A protected
domain owned and maintained by the community, through the Local
Government Authority which is allocated by each States/Territories GNB, is
proposed
The Working Party proposes a fair and equitable 2LD system for reservation,
and restricted use, of Australian geographical names that both protect and
promote the geographical area and its community.
It takes the simple form of: placename.state.au or placename.territory.au
This proposal is only a broad outline and we envisage that further detail on
guidelines will be drafted by the “On-Line-Council’s” working party once the
policy has been adopted.
The One City – One Site Working Party understands that auDA’s discussion
paper, New 2LDs in the Australian DNS, is a discussion paper and is not
necessarily an invitation for new proposals. It is also understood that the aim of
this discussion paper is to explore the possibilities of new 2LDs (Aim 3 of
auDA’s discussion paper).
Accordingly, the One City – One Site Working Party’s submission responds to
each aim presented in auDA’s discussion paper and focuses on the possibility
of a new geographic 2LD.
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5. What Criteria Should We Use In Considering New 2LDs?
The One City – One Site Working Party has considered the criteria set out by
auDA when developing its model for the allocation of Geographical 2LDs. The
Working Party believes its model is Coherent, Flexible, Competitive, Simple,
Robust, Consistent with other rights. Internationally benchmarked,
Participative, Fair, Transparent and in accordance with auDA’s new 2LD
criteria.

6. How Should Existing 2LDs Be Changed?
While the Working Party supports the proposal to restrict the use of
geographical names, it suggests that auDA consider taking the process one step
further.
Access and use of geographical names should be reserved for, and used by, the
communities who live in those areas and maintained through the LGA under a
proposed new 2LD. That is, placename.state.au or placename.territory.au (eg:
bathurst.nsw.au).
The Working Party believes that regardless of trademark issues, the community
residing in the geographical area is the true owner/custodian of the area and its
name. Any geographical 2LD (other than that proposed in this submission)
should not be issued in order to protect the community’s name, reputation and
interests.
Geographical Domain Names should not be licensed to individuals or
individual businesses under any 2LD. Those entities are able to gain unfair
competitive advantage and/or profits through the use of a geographical name.
The licensed use of geographical names to individuals and business entities
also allows for the community/town/city to be misrepresented and leaves the
community’s reputation open to abuse 1. The community, through its LGA,
should be the sole custodian of its Geographical Domain Name/Address.
The Working Party also suggests that auDA consider reviewing the
‘Grandfather Clause” designed to protect entities who have registered
geographical or generic 2LDs prior to the last Name Policy Review. Those
entities have had continued use of geographical 2LDs under this clause.
It is the Working Party’s suggestion that auDA review the clause to establish
whether continued use is justifiable or whether those entities should surrender
the 2LDs and establish new ones that are more appropriate to their commercial
or personal interests.
1

See Attachment A., The Australian, 22 May 2001, “Brisbane loses net identity”
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The Working Party notes that a number of 'pseudo' community portal sites are
already in operation in the .com.au environment having slipped through the net
for one reason or another over the last 15 years. It should be of particular
concern to auDA and indeed all Australians that Australia's four main
city sites of: www.sydney.com.au
www.melbourne.com.au
www.brisbane.com.au
www.adelaide.com.au
are online now and are at best, purely commercial sites with very
little historic, cultural, charitable, social services, aboriginal or ethnic
content.
Indeed as 'pseudo community portal sites', which they purport to be by
default of the importance of their domain name, fail to provide basic
community information and representation of these communities.
The Working Party opposes the “Open Slather” model for 2LD allocation.
Such a system has several disadvantages including trademark law suites and
secondary markets dealing in domain names at substantial cost. The first in first
served system is an unsatisfactory solution, especially in regard to
Geographical Domain Names, where the sole beneficiaries would be
organisations and individuals at the cost of communities. A geographical name
is a public resource and should be managed in the public’s interest for
community good.
Proponents of the “Open Slather” model have argued that auDA should
endorse the first in first served system because it is the international trend. The
Working Party feels that the Australian system should strive to be a fairer and
more equitable model to those established elsewhere.
Simply settling for what other countries are doing, which in many cases has
seen unprecedented litigation, is not an adequate justification for doing the
same. Australia is in the position to be a world leader in this area if it chooses.
The easy option would be to conform to what the rest of the world is doing,
which has proved to be problematic. Taking the easy option should not be an
option. Australia is in the position to set the world protocol in geographical
2LDs. So let’s begin.
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7. What New 2LDs Should Be Introduced?
A Public Asset Reserved for Community Use
The Geographical Domain Name (GDN), such as www.bathurst.nsw.au, should
be used as a portal website for the whole community, representing and
reflecting the many and varied interests. Broad categories could include Local
Government, business, tourism, education and community interest groups.
The Community Portal will be self-sustaining (not for profit) through such
revenue streams as banner advertising, general advertisements, sponsorship and
participating membership levies.
The portal website should permit wide and diverse participation by accredited
or recognised participating community groups, businesses and organisations. It
should not be dominated by sectional or sectarian groups but should reflect the
interests and aspirations of the overall community.
The portal philosophy is paramount and integral to the Geographical Domain
Name (GDN) strategy. Just as the GDN strategy is designed to protect the
public interest in the domain name, so the Community Portal website should
serve the interests and needs of that community and become an online
communication medium for whole community.
The Community Domain Name will take the form of:
www.placename.state.au
or
www.placename.territory.au
eg.
www.bathurst.nsw.au
www.melbourne.vic.au
www.canberra.act.au
www.alicesprings.nt.au

National Community Portal
The Working Party has envisaged a universal system of GDN allocation for the
benefit of all Australian Communities and their various interests.
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As part of its vision and model, the One City – One Site Working Party
proposes the following National Grid for auDA’s consideration.
The Working Party envisages a National Spatial Information Map as the access
point/tool to all geographic/community sites. The map could reside on a site
jointly hosted by auDA, CGNA or an appropriate body eg. The On-Line
Council. The National site (entry portal) would be www.australia.au.
From www.australia.au users can select a State or Territory by clicking on the
selected area on the map of Australia. Once the area is selected, users are
linked directly to the State or Territory site hosted by each State or Territory
Geographical names Board/Committee/Registrar (GNB). From each State’s or
Territory’s GNB site users can choose a community within it, eg:
www.kalgoolie.wa.au
The National Community Portal delivers an easy to use, easy to access, logical
way for finding any community in Australia. This is an excellent tool for
presenting our Nation to the world that is community based and in the interests
of the Australian public.
This domain name structure enables any Internet user to access a Community
Portal Website by simply entering the Community’s location eg: Placename >
State/Territory > Country Name Space (.au). Alternatives, such as, geo.au or
placename.au would not provide logical access to Community Portal Websites.

8. What Should Be Our Response To The New International
TLDs?
At this stage the One City – One Site Working Party supports auDA current
position on International TLDs.
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9. What Process Should Be Used To Propose New 2LDs?
The model proposed by the Working Party for the allocation of Community
Domain Names has four tiers, which will allow the integrity of the name to be
preserved.
The process is based on procedures that have been used successfully for many
years for the allocation of geographical names throughout Australia. For
example New South Wales Geographical Names Act 1966..
Diagram 1: Proposed Model for the allocation of Community Domain
Names
AuDA
CGNA
On-Line Council

National Listing of Names for Reserved List

Proposed
Listing of Names
for Reserved
List for Each
State/Territory

Domain Name
Registrar
(Eg Melbourne IT)

GNB
Geographical Names
Board/
Committee/Registrar

Community
Domain
Name
Certificate
Copy

(See Diagram 1A)
Community
Domain
Name

Proposal
&
Resolution
Community
Domain
Name
Certificate

Local
Government
Council

Community
Domain
Name
Certificate

Proposal

Community
through the
Community Portal
Website Committee

What Role Does .au Domain Administration Limited (auDa) and CGNA
Play In The Model?
As the regulatory body for the .au name space, auDA would authorise the
allocation of Geographical Names as Community Domain Names to each
individual GNB.
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The current procedures for the reservation of Geographic Names, as endorsed
by auDA, uses the CGNA National Gazetteer as the “reserved listing”. The
One City – One Site Working Party in conjunction with CGNA support the
continued use of this procedure.
The National Gazetteer is a combination of each State’s/Territory’s register of
Geographical Names. All names on the “reserved listing” would be formally
assigned/gazetted per the Parliamentary Act governing that jurisdiction, as is
current practice.
The Community Domain Name will take the form of:
www.placename.state.au
or
www.placename.territory.au
eg. www.bathurst.nsw.au
What Role Does The On-Line Council Play In The Model?
The On-line Council’s Terms of Reference are as follows:
On-line Council’s Terms of Reference:
1.To provide leadership to all areas of government, industry and the
community at large in promoting and facilitating electronic communications
and electronic service delivery.
2.To provide a forum for Commonwealth, State and Territory Government
Ministers and local government to consider and reach agreement on national
strategic approaches to the use of information and communications services.
Given the Online Council’s Terms of Reference, the One City – One Site
Working Party envisages that the Online Council will play a significant role in
the further development and strategic implementation of the model.
See section 10, Implementation of the Model, for further information on the
implementation of the model.
What Role Does Each GNB Play In The Model?
Every State and Territory within Australia has a Board, Registrar or Committee
responsible for the naming of geographical features. These organisations are
empowered by individual State/Territory legislation.
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The GNB would assign the use of a Community Domain Name per the
procedures currently in place for the gazettal of place names.
That is:
1. A proposal would be forwarded through Local Council to the GNB.
2. The GNB would evaluate the proposal and would ensure it met a set of
published guidelines (to be developed in conjunction with On-line Council
and CGNA).
3. Once approved the community would be canvassed for objections, which
in-turn would be resolved by the GNB and Local Council in accordance
with well established dispute resolution procedures.
4. If the objections could not be resolved the GNB would make a
recommendation and refer the proposal to the relevant State/Territory
Minister who would then make the final decision.
5. The Community Domain Name would be published in the State/Territory
Government Gazette once formally assigned.
This process is outlined in Diagram 1A.
This procedure would ensure the Geographical Name would retain its integrity,
the community would be consulted and disputes would be resolved.
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Diagram 1A: Proposed Process for the Geographical Names Board for the
allocation of Community Domain Names
(NB: This process is based on current geographic naming procedures.)
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What Role Does Local Government Play In The Model?
Council, as the elected representatives of local communities, would be
responsible for vetting all community portal website proposals within their
area, in accordance with the GNB guidelines.
Council by way of resolution would recommend to the GNB the granting of the
Domain Name certificate to the Community Portal Website Committee.
What Role Does The Community Play In The Model?
Community Domain Name delegation is intended to serve the needs and
interests of particular communities and, importantly, to encourage the
participation of community members in all aspects of the Community Portal
Website operation, including the selection and provision of on line material.
The Community Portal Website is defined as being that which:
•
•
•

provides for community purposes; and
is not operated for profit or as part of a profit-making enterprise; and
provides material that is freely available and relevant to the local
community it serves.

Community Domain Name Certificates can be allocated to eligible Community
Portal Website Committees (see `Who may apply for a Certificate?’ below).
These certificates may be revoked if the Community Portal Website Committee
fails to comply to the criteria set out in their application.
In deciding whether it will allocate a Community Domain Name Certificate the
GNB will have regard to:
•
•
•
•
•

the extent to which the proposed Community Portal Web Site would meet
the needs of the community in an area;
the nature and diversity of the interests of that community;
the capacity of the applicant to provide the service;
the undesirability of any single entity being in a position to exercise control
of more than one Community Portal Website;
the undesirability of the Commonwealth, a State or a Territory or a political
party being in a position to exercise control of a Community Portal
Website.

Before allocating a Community Domain Name Certificate GNB must:
•

designate a particular area as the community area of the certificate; and
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•

determine the conditions of the certificate including, inter alia, the term of
approval (ie. Expiration/renewal after a certain period of time).

Who May Apply For A Community Domain Name Certificate?
The GNB can only accept applications from organisations that:
•
•
•
•

are formed in Australia or in an external Territory: and
represent broad community interest;
are either an Incorporated Association, a Co-operative, or a Local
Government Committee;
have the support of Local Council by way of resolution, or in the case
where no Local Government Authority exists, the GNB will ensure that the
above criteria are met.

`Community interest’.
The GNB state that the most useful definition of `community’ is one which is
broad and takes into account social, historical and cultural linkages. An
applicant for a Community Domain Name Certificate should therefore be, at a
minimum, a not for profit, locally, based, representative organisation with
clearly defined purposes and transparent non-discriminatory membership rules.
It would be suggested that the Community Portal Website Committee have
representation from a broad cross section of community interest groups. These
groups could include but are not restricted to the following::
• Tourism
• Business (Chamber of Commerce)
• Not –For-Profit/ Charity/ Volunteer Groups
• Government (Local. State. Federal)
• Sports and Recreation
• Community Media
• Education
• Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders
• Ethnic Groups
• Women’s Groups
• Disability Groups
How Will Decisions Be Publicised?
The GNB will publicise decisions on the allocation of Community Domain
Name Certificates in the relevant Government Gazette, as is current practice for
the allocation of geographic names.
Written notification (The Community Domain Name Certificate) will be given
to the approved Community Portal Website Committee and the Domain Name
Registrar chosen by the applicant.
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What Conditions Would Apply To Community Domain Name
Certificates?
•

•

•
•

•

The Community Portal Website committee will continue to represent the
community interest that is represented at the time when the certificate was
allocated;
The Community Portal Website committee will encourage members of the
community that it serves to participate in:
• the operations of the Community Portal Website committee in providing
the service; and
• the selection and provision of material under the certificate.
Once the Community Domain Name is assigned it would not be able to be
sold, traded or transferred.
The intellectual property of the Geographical Name would remain the
property of the State or Territory whilst the Community Portal Website
Committee would be custodian of the Community Domain Name, both at
the discretion of auDA and the relevant GNB.
If the Community Portal Website Committee had reason to dispose of the
name, the name would be placed back on the “Reserved List”.

Why Will This Model Work?
The One City – One Site Model is proven.
•

The model uses an established set of procedures for geographic name
allocation and applies it to the Internet, so the infrastructure is in place to
administer the model.

•

Is community driven and in the public interest.

•

The community is familiar with the procedures used by each states GNB,
allowing a seamless transition to the Internet domain.

•

As the One City – One Site Model can be built into the existing program of
all GNBs it attracts minimal additional costs.

•

When implemented at the Community level, revenue can be raised through
sponsorship and local advertising. Therefore the One City- One Site Model
does not require additional Local Government funding.

As we venture into the new century more and more communities will be
establishing their own websites. The proposed National Community Portal
system is a logical, fair, strategically planned system designed to benefit all
Australian communities.
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How Will Conflicts Be Handled?
The Working Party recognises that some minor limitations and complications
may arise under this proposal. For instance, the problem of domain address
allocation for city suburbs that have the same geographic name as a country
town in the same state.
While the Working Party does not intend to make resolutions about every
problem that may potentially arise, a possible solution in this case scenario
could be: suburb.city.nsw.au, (eg: hurstville.sydney.nsw.au)
Each GNB currently administers place names for all areas within its
State/Territory. The GNBs are the experts in the field of geographical place
names. They have an established set of procedures for naming areas,
negotiating with parties and administering placenames.
The GNB currently handles conflict and potential conflict situations involving
geographical naming. The GNB is in the best position to judge which
communities are most suitable for a particular name, based on geographic name
allocation protocol. For example, the NSW State GNB have been administering
geographic name allocation since 1966 and have all the procedures in place to
handle such matters. Other State and Territories have similar procedures in
place.
Therefore the Working Party concludes that each State and Territory equivalent
of the NSW GNB are in the best position to mediate and arbitrate in conflict
situations.
In conjunction with CGNA and On-Line Council, each GNB will develop and
issue guidelines with full public consultation, as is current practice for
geographic name allocation.
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10. Implementation of the Model
As a first step towards implementing the system, a committee should be
established under the auspices of the “On-Line Council”. This committee could
be made up of representatives from The One City – One Site Working Party,
Federal, State and Local Government, auDA, The Australian Chambers of
Commerce and Industry, The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Commission, The Committee of Geographical Names in Australasia and other
relevant bodies.
This Project Committee will consult with interested parties in order to:
• Develop National Guidelines
• Refine Policy and Procedure
• Delegate authorities and resources

11. Promotional Strategies
The One City – One Site Working Party suggests that once the proposed policy
is implemented the Project Committee should embark on a promotional
campaign. This campaign could include strategies such as but not restricted to:
1. National Broadcasts
(Federal, State and Local Government Announcements)
2. Established e-mail distributions and mail outs
3. Self regulatory body announcements
(eg. AuDA, On-Line Council, CGNA/ICSM)
The Working Party has already made contact with nationally recognised
companies in the tourist industry who have also shown interest in promoting
the Australian Portal. As such sponsorship could be gained on a National, State
and local community level for the promotion of the National Community
Portal. This sponsorship could either be a direct contribution or a “in kind”
commitment to advertise the model.
At a local community level, each Community Portal Website committee would
be advised to develop their own promotional strategies for both their own
Website and the National Portal including web sponsorship, advertising and
broadcasting.
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12. Recommendations
The Working Party recognises the benefit to communities by establishing a
National Community Portal/Grid. It is therefore recommended under the model
specified in this submission that auDA establish and reserve for future use
geographic 2LDs for:
The Australian continent – www.australia.au
For example, On-Line Council, auDA and CGNA could host the central
site www.australia.au where users can access the entry point to all
Australian Community Portal Websites.
The central site, www.australia.au could incorporate spatial
information technology through the use of a digital map. From this
national map users could access each geographic State/Territory sites
through to individual community sites.
Each State and Territory GNB - www.state.au or www.territory.au.
Each GNB could host a site with a map of its State/Territory to which all
individual Community Portal Website are linked, this would take the
form of www.state.au, e.g: www.vic.au or www.nsw.au.
Each community/geographical area - www.placename.state/territory.au
Each community/geographical area have access to its own Community
Portal Website under the model proposed by the One City – One Site
Working Party, www.placename.state/territory.au.
The Working Party also recommends that auDA indefinitely maintain it’s
“reserved list” approach for all 2LD geographical names as notified by the
CGNA for all applications except for Community Domain Portal Websites as
described in this proposal.
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